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For immediate release

Arisa Nakahara 
Ephemerality and Sparkle 
12 – 25 January 2022 

Birthday, 2021, acrylic on canvas, 73 by 53 cm. 
Courtesy of the artist and JPS Gallery.

JPS Gallery is delighted to present Ephemerality and Sparkle, a solo exhibition of Arisa Nakahara, 
on view at the gallery’s location in Hong Kong. The show marks the international debut of the 
artist, presenting a series of new paintings that explores an influential personal experience that 
shaped her attitude towards life and death.

In the presented show, Arisa explores her interest in the concepts of life and death, showing a 
series of monochrome and coloured paintings that documented her quest in finding answers to 
her problems and doubts. Through the stories told by the women in her portraitures, Arisa 
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reconciles the revelation of the intractability of fleeting time and the coexistence of life and 
death. By reflecting on her personal experience, she discovers the meaning of life and cherishes 
the present by living life to the fullest.

Academically trained in traditional Japanese painting, Arisa synthesises traditional painting 
techniques with lived experience and English literature, exemplifying her position as a woman in 
the globalised world. In Birthday (2021), she drew her motifs from Lewis Carroll’s famous fantasy 
fiction Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Relating the distorted time and space in the story to 
reality, Arisa finds herself assuming the role of the White Rabbit character who is constantly 
concerned about time. Transporting through the rabbit hole, Arisa invites the audience to 
explore the fantastical yet finite everyday life.

Combined with her contemporary woman sensibility, in this series of deeply personal paintings, 
Arisa pushed the limitations of traditional Japanese paintings with her contemporary perception, 
inviting the audience along to her journey in finding the spark in the mundane.

About Arisa Nakahara
In her portraits, Arisa Nakahara filters traditional Japanese ink wash painting techniques through 
a contemporary cosmopolitan woman sensibility. By weaving the cultural influences of the East 
and West together, Arisa creates imageries that build from the foundation of traditional Japanese 
paintings and shed them in the light of the present. 

Many of Arisa’s works drew influence from her personal experience, approaching through the 
lens of a contemporary woman in the world, creating motifs and themes that reflect the lived 
experience whilst breaking the limitations of the traditional genre. 

Born in 1984 in Okinawa, Japan, Arisa earned a BFA and MFA in Japanese Painting from Tokyo 
University of the Arts. The artist is currently based in Tokyo.

About JPS Gallery
Established in Hong Kong (2014) and in Tokyo (2018), JPS Gallery is an independent 
contemporary art gallery presenting works of emerging and established artists from around the 
world.

The gallery was founded with a passionate spirit that dedicates to the new digital age and the 
exploration of fine art and pop culture. We aim to create an innovative environment for a new 
generation of artists and collectors, fostering a creative space for all. We focus on fun and playful 
works of the era that span across different medium and disciplines, showcasing a discerning 
selection of works that embody the aesthetics of today.
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We are committed to supporting the culture and art scene both in Hong Kong and Japan, 
creating a vibrant local art community. The gallery regularly presents works of emerging artists in 
our gallery spaces in Hong Kong and Tokyo as well as international art fairs, giving them a 
platform to gain global exposure and supporting young artists to launch their careers. JPS has 
also been an active contributor to society and the local art scene by sponsoring various charity 
events and auctions. 

Location 
Shops 218-219, 2/F, LANDMARK ATRIUM, 15 Queen’s Road Central, Central, Hong Kong

Media Enquiry
For media enquires and press preview, please contact
TY | ty@jpsgallery.com

Social Media Hashtags
@arisanakahara.art @jpsgallery 
#ArisaNakahara #EphemeralityandSparkle #jpsgallery 
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̿Ephemerality and Sparklè
2022ଙ1์12෭ – 1์25෭

̽Birthday̾牧2021ଙ֢牧䃲ێظꔣ向牧73 x 53 衋ᔂ牐
霎ᇆኧꗆ蔩疑 JPS向ୁ׀牐

JPS向ୁོꕍꔣ굉ꖙ瑿鹢䂣Ӿସ珊糽Ӿܻ㫎ꔶጱ㮆Ո疻薩̿Ephemera l i ty and 

Sparklè牧ฎེ疻薩ฎꗆ蔩疑Ḓེࣁ㾴ꘉ૱䁰犝ፘ牧疻ᐏጱꔢ向֢Ӿ牧㫎ꔶℂ㮆Ո妿

稲牧矐ᔱ甇䌘ኞꖮꔱጱమဩ牐 

㫎ꔶ萞茐Ӟ羬ڜ㻌ᜋᜋጱ穇ᙆ猟向牧拻蝄甇ኧꔣ㮆Ո妿稲牧挷کኞํ茐๗

褖牧犥݊ࣁ蝍疨Ոኞ奰奾ጱ螂纷Ӿ牧覿ఉکၚ茐ጱ嬝牧ֵ甇䋊睞ቊఠ匍ࣁ牧๗磭ࣁᎨ䧙

ጱኞӾၚ괔槼聱牐 
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㫎ꔶݑ㯽妞෭괯向ጱ䋊蔩懺娞牧㪔䌔㯽妞괯向ದૣᣟݳ舣㾴䋊牧疻匍獊ꕟ麁ӥጱ穇

憙ᰀ薪讨牐̽ࣁBirthday̾ҁ2021 ଙ֢҂Ӿ牧甇ℂ᪠ฃේ独ܜ嬄凟 (Lewis Carroll) 茐ݷ

ጱ॰ଝੜ抋̽䙄妟瓵蝿՟ह̾Ӿ玲覄眤牐䌔硲ԪӾ瞓ใጱ䦒绚ꖮ匍䋿肥媒蚏㬵牧㪔դ

獈괝ӾӞ㮆ړ܈茐姴䦒樌ጱ薫ᜋ——ጮػ牐蝚螂向֢牧绝᩼ػৼ၏牧矐ᔱ॰ଝᘒᎨ䧙ጱኞ

 牐

禅ٍ㮆Ոᜋጱ向֢Ӿ牧㫎ꔶ犥匍դԆ氂ᣟ獈㯽妞෭괯向ದૣ牧ဳ獈吚դڜ蝡Ӟ羬ࣁ

穇ጱ眤憙憽牧统Ꮘ㯽妞ኴ褖牧螩抬薪唰굂Ӥ甇ࣁଘ獡Ӿ疨ತ槼ꕖط臢ጱ碟纷牐

橕ꔣӾܻ㫎ꔶ

Ӿܻ㫎ꔶ괯向ጱᙆ猟向Ӿ牧蝚螂吚դ㾴ꘉ穇ጱ眤薫ଶ牧ᄍ媠෭㯽妞ू向ጱದࣁ

ૣ牧䌔䩚ᥜො麁ᣟࣁݳӞ蚏牐甇ጱ֢ߝ犥෭㯽妞괯向傶च器牧㪔犥匍դොୗ珊匍牐 

㫎ꔶጱय़蟂ߝ֢ړ᮷کݑ甇㮆Ո妿稲段牧㪔犥吚դ穇ጱ薫ଶ藢朰Ԇ氂牧Ꮘ㯽妞ጱ

ੴ褖牧獺֢ݍڊ碸ኞၚ妿稲ጱ֢ߝ牐 

㫎ꔶ1984 ࣁ ଙꔣ෭䷳耔ڊኞ牧ࣁ䩚Ղꗆ蔩य़䋊糷괔෭向ጱ䋊ॊ嘛ॊ䋊֖牐ꗆ蔩

疑ፓڹ֘ࣁ䩚Ղ牐

橕ꔣJPS向ୁ
JPS向ୁত獺ꔣԫ襉Ӟࢥଙ牧ضࣁ굉෭౮缏向ୁ绚樌牧ฎӞಅԆ吚դꗆ蔩ጱ向

ୁ牧դቘ㬵ᛔӮኴݱ瑿ጱꔢ䦘݊Ꭳݷꗆ蔩疑牐

向ୁ෪ӥጱꗆ蔩疑य़ሻꔷᤈ麁牧ℂ匍դኞၚ麁ᒧ蒈玲牧犥犋ݶড়Օ獺֢ڊ加ᇙጱ吚

դꗆ蔩ߝ牧蚕ꖕሻޱ牧珊匍吚դ聅䋊牐向ୁ犋֕傶ꔢӞդꗆ蔩疑׀ᛔኧጱ獺֢绚樌牧

阑傶硩萢疑׀獨䰽Ӟ癹ጱꗆ蔩ߝ牧ๅ傶굉ꗆ蔩ߝ૱䁰癲㬵姴揳䦒դᄤꔷጱ֢ߝ牐ๅ傶

굉ꗆ蔩ߝ૱䁰癲㬵姴揳䦒դᄤꔷጱ֢ߝ牐

౯㮉Ꭱபꔣവ㵕굉݊෭ጱ麁ꖮꗆ蔩ኴ咳疻牧傶瑿ୌ缏ش笕ၚێጱꗆ蔩ᐒ玟牐౯㮉

괡ਧ๗傶ꗆ蔩疑ꔣ굉䩚Ղ獋瑿ጱ向ୁ戔ꖙ疻薩牧阑괡ਞ矎犢㮉ጱ֢ߝꔣ㾴ꘉꗆ蔩℄疻

獊ꕟꗆ蔩૱䁰ጱ公ࣁꗆ蔩疑ݷ䦒姘೮Ꭳݶ䐔襷毣薫牧ݣ牧虏ꔢ䦘ꗆ蔩疑괔犥ꔣ㾴ꘉ膚ڊ

ଶ牐ᴻԧ揙糽瑿ꗆ蔩ኴ牧向ୁ阑公ஞلፅ牧坌禅㷢ꖮ摁ۗݱ殻珿嬝搚ၚ㵕犥ࢧ訰

ᐒ괡牐
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瑿讨

굉Ӿ絑ጳݸय़螇Ӿ15蒈ꖙ瑿鹢䂣Ӿସ2괣218-219蒈岒

ড়꘨礚扇݊疩薩牧抬肥妏 
TY | ty@jpsgallery.com

ᐒԻড়꘨䰤壆
@arisanakahara.art @jpsgallery 
#ArisaNakahara #EphemeralityandSparkle #jpsgallery 
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ARISA NAKAHARA | Ephemerality and Sparkle
Key Highlights

Memento Mori, 2021
Acrylic on canvas
91 by 91 cm

̽Memento Mori̾

2021ଙ֢

䃲ێظꔣ向

91 x 91 衋ᔂ



ARISA NAKAHARA | Ephemerality and Sparkle
Key Highlights

Birthday, 2021
Acrylic on canvas
73 by 53 cm

̽Birthday̾

2021ଙ֢

䃲ێظꔣ向

73 x 53 衋ᔂ



ARISA NAKAHARA | Ephemerality and Sparkle
Key Highlights

Metronome, 2021
Acrylic and pencil on paper
33.5 by 24 cm

̽Metronome̾

2021ଙ֢

䃲݊ێظ衠執ꔣ℅

33.5 x 24 衋ᔂ



ARISA NAKAHARA | Ephemerality and Sparkle
Key Highlights

Line, 2021
Acrylic and pencil on paper
27.5 by 19 cm

̽Line̾

2021ଙ֢

䃲݊ێظ衠執ꔣ℅

27.5 x 19 衋ᔂ


